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The Last War at Armageddon - Jacob’s Trouble 5777 (Zech. 13:7-9)
Mankind was destined to be ruled by Evil for 6000 years. That Evil will be terminated to allow a Sabbath
rest of 1000 years under a new divine management of untold blessing - God’s Kingdom on Earth. When
Evil reached the saturation point in Noah’s time, God sent an Apocalypse recorded only in the history of
the Torah-Bible. When nations were formed after Babel, they still raided each other with plundering,
stealing and killing to gain the advantage. The Bible should be compared with gained knowledge to
understand the many world religions Satan invented to camouflage his Evil. Check how technology was
always used for bigger wars, thus we can recognize our New World Order is self-destructing.
We are deceived by our own lies repeating lessons not learned. When the owner comes back and sees his
house ransacked with his garden environment poisoned and all life on this planet nearly totally destroyed.
Guaranteed he will answer with the Seven Thunders greatly angered. He will replace the evil tenants but
this time stick around to repair his house and garden to its former splendor to party with the new tenants.
Perhaps Yeshua will then repeat his wedding making wine again from water for everybody to have fun.
Historic events are repeated many times as lessons of evil are transferred to the next generation getting
bigger. The Genesis Apocalypse during Noah’s time 2288 BC was reported in science an asteroid that
collapsed a Hydrogen-Oxygen enriched atmosphere causing 40 days of rain with thousand lightening
thunders comparable to Seven Thunders in 5777. It violently rocked the boat followed by worldwide
earth axis wobbles to settle a disturbance lasting 150 days which changed a calendar to a shorter six month
years proven in a bronze Himmelsscheibe Pearl #232 found in the Germany. Earth-axis wobbles are
confirmed by many ancient bronze-gold clocks in global museums will match the final birthing of the
Apocalypse in our time ending in 190 Thunder days, as clocks in heaven are different. It could define the
last projected 40 Days linked to Seven Thunders because we have five witnesses needed to endorse a

case in a Court of Law. One witness is Ophiuchus, the 13th Zodiac Constellation - Pearl #261,
another witness was when Israel became a modern nation by a UN Resolution #282. Lastly Noah’s
Flood was 40+150=190 days. All is centered on a Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) to
date the Seven Thunders with events similar to Psalm 83. The fifth witness matches the 70 years for
the last generation that Yeshua promised will not pass established in Pearl #777.
ELOHIM will force the nations together for a final Judgment like in Israel’s ancient history to remind
mortals of God’s covenant summed up in Ten Commandments meant for all nations. For an example,
done in total secrecy the 11th Israel Prime-Minister Ariel Sharon signed a concealed peace contract behind
the closed door of the Knesset with the Palestinian terrorist leadership enforced by an American
presidency and UN bureaucrats. Thus, Jerusalem was divided with a Two States Resolution that violated
an ancient 4000-year covenant. They stole the property of ELOHIM bought by King David with 50 silver
coins. The ELOHIM is greatly angered now; calling all the nations together, he will severely judge those
involved in that plot to steal what belongs legally to the eternal Creator, thus still ignoring His divine laws.
There are many warnings given in the entire Torah. God assigned several Prophets to describe the terrible
events only understood with today’s hi-tech science knowledge. The last battle in Armageddon will end
pretty much mirror imaged like the historic Gideon party where a few soldiers watched a massive army
self-destruct and perished in a huge spectacle near Armageddon now repeated to end with more conquered
territory belonging to the Abraham covenant. (Judges 7:12-25) Check the Prophet Zechariah’s
description or Jonah’s last Warnings Babushka Book #11 - On That Day documented for the skeptic.
Now this will be the plague with which the YHWH will strike all the peoples who have gone
to war against Jerusalem; their flesh will rot while they stand on their feet, and their eyes will
rot in their sockets, and their tongue will rot in their mouth. It will come about in that day that
a great panic from the YHWH will fall on them; and they will seize one another's hand, and
the hand of one will be lifted against the hand of another. (Zech. 14:12)
In the near future, Jerusalem will be raided once more by an angry Moslem mob of an Islamic terror jihad
determined to commit Jewish genocide again will murder 4 million Jews, as the Israel army will run out of
ammunition. (Pearl #120) Watch the ELOHIM when his eyes are touched again! That will end with 40
days of Seven Thunders matching the Seventh Trumpet prophecy events (Rev. 15) dated 10 April 2017.
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